


17 Lot Subdivision

0

The site is located at 15 Griffin Ave, Mansfield, which is located within the southern aspect of the
Mansfield Township, within close access to the Town Centre local sporting facilities including the Golf
Course, Racecourse and Mansfield Recreation Reserve.
The allotment in question is predominantly rectangular in shape save for the eastern section which
also has established access to Griffin Avenue. The balance of the title boundaries share boundaries
with adjoining residential and lifestyle based allotments.
The site and general surrounds are gently sloping and consistent with the general topography of the
area. The allotment has a selection of trees within the property. A native vegetation assessment of the
intermediate level has been undertaken and forms part of this application, along with a quotation for
the offset requirement.
The neighbouring surrounds are residential and lifestyle in nature with allotments of varying size.
The site is currently a lifestyle based property complete with dwelling.
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APPLICATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This report has been prepared by Onleys on behalf of our client and landowners in support of 
a planning permit application seeking approval for a 17 Lot Subdivision of land. The subject 
land parcel is located at 15 Griffin Avenue, Mansfield being Lot 1 on TP338543. The subject 
lot  is zoned General Residential Zone and is not subject to any overlays. 
 

1.2  PLANNING SCHEME REQUIREMENTS 

Under the Mansfield Shire Planning Scheme, a proposal of this nature generates a planning 

permit requirement addressing the following provision 

- Clause 32.08-3 of the General Residential Zone indicates a permit is required to 

subdivide land 

1.3 SUMMARY 

 
The allotment in question is currently contains a dwelling, and would best be described as a 
lifestyle property, with small paddocks behind the dwelling to the rear of the property 
 
The intention of this proposal is to subdivide the existing title of 2.097 hectares, into 178 
residential based lots sized between 500m2 & 1905m2 with a proposed public open space of 
3508m2 which will also accommodate an existing watercourse at the rear of the property. 
Internal road access infrastructure will be constructed as part of the development, giving all 
blocks road frontage and access to the proposed internal road infrastructure. 
 
The report addresses how the proposal meets the following requirements of the Mansfield 
Planning Scheme. 
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2.0  NOMINATED SITE & LOCALITY 

2.1 SITE SUMMARY  

The site is located at 15 Griffin Ave, Mansfield, which is located within the southern aspect of 
the Mansfield Township, within close access to the Town Centre local sporting facilities 
including the Golf Course, Racecourse and Mansfield Recreation Reserve.  

The allotment in question is predominantly rectangular in shape save for the eastern section 
which also has established access to Griffin Avenue. The balance of the title boundaries share 
boundaries with adjoining residential and lifestyle based allotments.  

The site and general surrounds are gently sloping and consistent with the general topography 
of the area. The allotment has a selection of trees within the property. A native vegetation 
assessment of the intermediate level has been undertaken and forms part of this application, 
along with a quotation for the offset requirement. 

The neighbouring surrounds are residential and lifestyle in nature with allotments of varying 
size. 

The site is currently a lifestyle based property complete with dwelling. 

 

 

Lot 1 TP338543 
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Figure 1 – Aerial Image of Subject Site 

2.2 SURROUNDING LOCALITY 

The allotment is in the southern area of the Mansfield Township. The immediate surrounding 
area is zoned for general residential purposes, Rural Living Zone and Low Density Residential 
Zone and is host to a variety of allotment sizes and configurations.  

 

 
Figure 2 – Surrounding Area  
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Figure 3 – Surrounding Area Lot Layout  

3.0 PROPOSAL 

 
The subject site is located on the southern section of the Mansfield Township at the western 

end of Griffin Avenue, comprising of 2.097 hectares. The site is zoned as General 

Residential Zone 1. The proposed subdivision will comprise of the creation of 17 lots within 

Lot 1 on TP338543. An internal road network is also allowed for, with a public open space 

allocation at the rear of the property that is incorporated in conjunction with an existing 

waterway as discussed prior to application with the Goulburn Broken Catchment 

Management Authority. 

.  
 

Lots Area (m2) Orientation 
1 566 South Facing 
2 504 South Facing 
3-4 500 South Facing 
5 1905 South/West Facing 
6 875 South Facing 
7-12 725 South Facing 
13-17 711 North Facing 
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Figure 4 – Proposed Subdivision Layout 
 

3.1 SITE LAYOUT 

The proposed subdivision creates 17 new lots from the original allotment. 
 
This design for this development factors in the integration of street networks, and relevant 
utilities to effectively service not only this proposal, but future neighbouring developments.  
 
The allotments have varying orientations and will have direct street access to a proposed 
internal road structure that will in turn have access to Griffin Avenue. 

 

4.0 PLANNING ASSESSMENT 

 
The application is assessed against the following provisions of the Moira Shire Planning 
Scheme. 
 
Section Clause # Provision 
General Provisions   
Planning Policy Framework   
 02.01 Context 
 02.02 Vision 
 02.03-1 Settlement 
 11.02-3S Sequencing of Development 
 12.01-1S Protection of Biodiversity 
 12.05-2S Landscapes 
 13.02-1S Bushfire Planning 
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 13.04-1S Contaminated and potentially 
contaminated land 

 15.01-3S Subdivision design 
 16.01-1S Housing Supply 
 16.01-1L Housing supply in Mansfield Township 
 16.01-2S Housing Affordability 
Particular Provisions   
Zones   
 32.08  General Residential Zone 
 65.02 Decision Guidelines - Subdivision 
Overlays   
   
   
 56 Residential Subdivision 
Conclusion   
   

4.1 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 

Clause 02.01 Context 

Mansfield Shire is located approximately 150 kilometres northeast of Melbourne and has an 
area of 3,891 square kilometres. The resident population in Mansfield Shire increased from 
6,631 in 2001 to 8,605 in 2016. Victoria in Future data estimates that by 2031 the population 
in Mansfield Shire will increase to 10,485.  

Many areas in the Shire are of significant visual, cultural and environmental value and under 
high demand and increasing pressure for recreation, lifestyle and development activity. The 
ageing community will result in an increasing demand for medium density housing.  

The major urban centre is Mansfield Township, with numerous smaller settlements 
throughout the Shire. These include Merrijig, Sawmill Settlement, Alpine Ridge and Bonnie 
Doon, Jamieson, Macs Cove, Howqua Inlet, Goughs Bay, Tolmie, Maindample and 
Mountain Bay. 

The population of some of these settlements is generally small and peaks considerably 
during holiday periods both from visitors and holiday homeowners. Many of these areas 
have poor infrastructure and this needs to be addressed if the residents are to enjoy 
sustainable development for the future.  

There are 4 major valleys in the Shire – Upper Goulburn, Howqua, Jamieson and Upper 
Delatite that contain large tracts of productive agricultural land. Nearly 95 per cent of the 
municipality is within a Special Water Supply Catchment which impacts development 
potential, however a significant part of this is public land.  

Major water storages include Lake Eildon and Lake Nillahcootie. The main waterways 
include the Delatite, Howqua, Jamieson, Goulburn and Big Rivers and the Brankeet and 
Fords Creeks; all of which directly or indirectly flow into Lake Eildon. The Broken River is the 
other major waterway, and it flows into Lake Nillahcootie.  

Major mountain features include Mount Buller, Mount Stirling (both Alpine Resorts) and the 
Great Dividing Range.  
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Clause 02.02 Vision 

To live, work and play in an inclusive, dynamic and prosperous place where community spirit 

is strong and people are empowered to engage in issues that affect their lives. 

Clause 02.03-1 Settlement 

The settlement pattern in the Shire is characterised by Mansfield Township as the major 
urban centre, with a number of surrounding smaller settlements, significant areas for rural 
living and a number of isolated ‘legacy’ settlements principally located around the shores of 
Lake Eildon. The 4 major valleys: Upper Delatite, Upper Goulburn, Howqua and Jamieson 
provide a distinctive and valued landscape setting for all settlements.  

The future growth of all towns will depend upon the provision of infrastructure, particularly 
reticulated sewerage. Mansfield Township, Bonnie Doon, Merrijig, Sawmill Settlement and 
Alpine Ridge are the only towns with reticulated sewerage. Development in other towns will 
be restricted to infill development provided wastewater can be managed on site. 

Mansfield Township 

The Hume Regional Growth Plan 2014 considers Mansfield Township a sub-regional 
moderate growth centre in the Central Hume sub-region that is serviced by larger regional 
towns further west and north. It is the only urban centre with significant growth potential in 
the Shire and provides all major services and infrastructure for the community. Commercial 
and retail growth will occur within and around the shopping centre. There is a need for more 
industrial land to service demand. Existing infrastructure is capable of servicing growth 
however there is a need to increase water storage capacity.  

Clause 11.01-1S Settlement 

This clause is of relevance to promote the sustainable growth and development of Victoria 
and deliver choice and opportunity for all Victorians through a network of settlements. 

Strategies that are relevant to the proposal include: 

 Develop sustainable communities through a settlement framework offering convenient 
access to jobs, services, infrastructure and community facilities. 

 Ensure regions and their settlements are planned in accordance with their relevant 
regional growth plan. 

 Guide the structure, functioning and character of each settlement taking into account 
municipal and regional contexts and frameworks.  

 Create and reinforce settlement boundaries. 
 Provide for growth in population and development of facilities and services across a 

regional or sub-regional network.  
 Plan for development and investment opportunities along existing and planned 

transport infrastructure. 
 Promote transport, communications and economic linkages between settlements 

through the identification of servicing priorities in regional land use plans.  
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 Deliver networks of high-quality integrated settlements that have a strong identity and 
sense of place, are prosperous and are sustainable by: 

o Building on strengths and capabilities of each region across Victoria to 
respond sustainably to population growth and changing environments. 

o Developing settlements that will support resilient communities and their ability 
to adapt and change. 

o Balancing strategic objectives to achieve improved land use and development 
outcomes at a regional, catchment and local level. 

o Preserving and protecting features of rural land and natural resources and 
features to enhance their contribution to settlements and landscapes. 

o Encouraging an integrated planning response between settlements in regions 
and in adjoining regions and states in accordance with the relevant regional 
growth plan. 

o Providing for appropriately located supplies of residential, commercial, and 
industrial land across a region, sufficient to meet community needs in 
accordance with the relevant regional growth plan. 

o Improving transport network connections in and between regional cities, 
towns and Melbourne. 

o Integrating the management of water resources into the urban environment in 
a way that supports water security, public health, environment and amenity 
outcomes. 

o Minimising exposure to natural hazards, including increased risks due to 
climate change. 

o Contributing to net zero greenhouse gas emissions through renewable energy 
infrastructure and energy efficient urban layout and urban design. 

 Encourage a form and density of settlements that supports healthy, active and 
sustainable transport.  

 Limit urban sprawl and direct growth into existing settlements. 
 Promote and capitalise on opportunities for urban renewal and infill redevelopment. 
 Develop compact urban areas that are based around existing or planned activity 

centres to maximise accessibility to facilities and services. 
 Ensure land that may be required for future urban expansion is not compromised. 

Response:  The proposed subdivision is consistent with the policy as it will create 
residential allotments within the Council’s General Residential Zone that will support the 
role and function of the Mansfield town centre. 

The proposed subdivision is also seen to be in accordance with the Mansfield Planning 
Strategy. 

Clause 11.02-3S Sequencing of Development 

This clause is of relevance to this application as its objective is to manage the sequence of 
development in areas of growth so that services are available from early in the life of new 
communities. 

Strategies that are relevant to the proposal include: 

 Define preferred development sequences in areas of growth to better coordinate 
infrastructure planning and funding. 

 Ensure that new land is released in areas of growth in a timely fashion to facilitate 
coordinated and cost-efficient provision of local and regional infrastructure. 
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 Require new development to make a financial contribution to the provision of 
infrastructure such as community facilities, public transport, and roads. 

 Improve the coordination and timing of infrastructure and service delivery in areas of 
growth. 

 Support opportunities to co-locate facilities. 
 Ensure that planning for water supply, sewerage and drainage works receives high 

priority in early planning for areas of growth. 
 

Response:  The proposed site is in a designated growth area given the zoning of General 
Residential. With existing residential development immediately to the north and south of this 
proposed allotment. Proposed road networks will facilitate proposed developments in the 
neighbouring allotment to the north. 

A  full range of services including power, potable water, and sewerage are available or 
accessible within the scope of works to the subject site. 

 

Clause 12.01-1S Protection of Biodiversity 

This clause is of relevance as it seeks to assist the protection and conservation of Victoria’s 

Biodiversity. 

Strategies relevant to the proposal include: 

 Use biodiversity information to identify important areas of biodiversity, including key 

habitat for rare or threatened species and communities, and strategically valuable 

biodiversity sites. 

 Strategically plan for the protection and conservation of Victoria’s important areas of 

biodiversity. 

 Ensure that decision making takes into account the impacts of land use and 

development on Victoria’s biodiversity, including consideration of: 

o Cumulative impacts. 

o Fragmentation of habitat. 

o The spread of pest plants, animals, and pathogens into natural ecosystems. 

 Avoid impacts of land use and development on important areas of biodiversity. 

Response: The vegetation associated with the lot layout in the proposed development will be 

deemed lost under the Native Vegetation Guidelines. An online NVIM assessment at the 

intermediate level has been undertaken, and accompanies this proposal, with a copy of a 

quotation to acquire the offsets. 

Clause 12.05-2S Landscapes 

This clause is of relevance as it seeks to protect and enhance significant landscapes and open 
spaces that contribute to character, identity, and sustainable environments. 
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The strategies associated with this objective include: 

 Ensure significant landscape areas such as forests, the bays and coastlines are 
protected. 

 Ensure development does not detract from the natural qualities of significant 
landscape areas. 

 Improve the landscape qualities, open space linkages and environmental performance 
in significant landscapes and open spaces, including green wedges, conservation 
areas and non-urban areas. 

 Recognise the natural landscape for its aesthetic value and as a fully functioning 
system. 

 Ensure important natural features are protected and enhanced. 
 

Response: The proposed lots have been appropriately sited and designed. The new lots will 
be developed to minimise the extent of cut and fill by seeking to develop appropriate lot sizes. 

Clause 13.02-1S Bushfire Planning 

This objective of this clause is to strengthen the resilience of settlements and communities to 
bushfire through risk based planning that prioritises the protection of human life. 

This policy must be applied to all planning and decision making under the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987 relating to land that is:  

 Within a designated bushfire prone area.  
 Subject to a Bushfire Management Overlay; or  
 Proposed to be used or developed in a way that may create a bushfire hazard. 

Response:  The proposed subdivision will meet the objectives of Clause 13.02-1S. The 
proposed allotment is completely within the confines of a designated bushfire prone area. The 
site will have access to a constant water supply, and fire breaks, if required can be managed 
during the construction phase of the subdivision. 

Notwithstanding, the proposal will meet the relevant regulations in accordance with the CFA 
Act 1958. 

Standard conditions relating to the CFA guidelines can also be included subject to any permit 
issued. 

Clause 15.01-3S Subdivision Design 

This clause is relevant to the proposal as its objective is to ensure the design of subdivisions 
achieves attractive, safe, accessible, diverse, and sustainable neighbourhoods. 

The strategies in support of this objective include; 

 Creating compact neighbourhoods that have walkable distances between activities. 
 Creating urban places with a strong sense of place that are functional, safe and 

attractive. 
 Providing a range of lot sizes to suit a variety of dwelling and household types to meet 

the needs and aspirations of different groups of people. 
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 Facilitating an urban structure where neighbourhoods are clustered to support larger 
activity centres served by high quality public transport. 

Response: The proposed subdivision layout has been designed with the future development 
of the immediate area in mind, as well as the integration with the southern section of the 
Mansfield Township. 

The location of the lots are within easy access to the Town Centre of Mansfield, as well as 
within walking distance of local sporting facilities. 

Clause 15.02-1S Energy and Resource Efficiency 

The objective of this clause is to encourage land use and development that is energy and 
resource efficient, supports a cooler environment and minimises greenhouse gas emissions. 

The strategies in support of this objective include: 

 Improve the energy, water and waste performance of buildings and subdivisions 
through environmentally sustainable development. 

 Promote consolidation of urban development and integration of land use and transport. 
 Improve efficiency in energy use through greater use of renewable energy 

technologies and other energy efficiency upgrades 
 Support low energy forms of transport such as walking and cycling. 
 Reduce the urban heat island effect by greening urban areas, buildings, transport 

corridors and open spaces with vegetation. 
 Encourage retention of existing vegetation and planting of new vegetation as part of 

development and subdivision proposals. 
 

 

4.2 ZONING 

 
Clause 32.08 General Residential Zone (GRZ) 

The subject land is located within the General Residential Zone – Schedule 1 as shown in 
Figure 4 below. Clause 32.08-3 of the General Residential Zone indicates a planning permit 
is required to subdivide land. 
 
The purposes of the General Residential Zone include: 
 

 To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. 
  To encourage development that respects the neighbourhood character of the area 
 To encourage a diversity of housing types and housing growth particularly in locations 

offering good access to services and transport. 
 To allow educational, recreational, religious, community and a limited range of other 

non-residential uses to serve local community needs in appropriate locations. 
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Clause 32.08 - Decision Guidelines 

The Municipal Planning Strategy and the 
Planning Policy Framework 

The proposal is considered to be consistent 
with Planning Policy Framework in that it will 
contribute to the General Residential Zone. 
 

The purpose of this zone. The proposal is consistent with the purpose 
of the zone, in particular encouraging a 
diversity of housing types and housing 
growth, with access to services and 
transport. 

The objectives set out in a schedule to this 
zone 

None Applicable 

Any other decision guidelines specified in a 
schedule to this zone. 

None 

The impact of overshadowing on existing 
rooftop solar energy systems on dwellings 
on adjoining lots in a General Residential 
Zone, Mixed Use Zone, Neighbourhood 
Residential Zone, Residential Growth Zone 
or Township Zone. 

The location of the proposed development is 
a greenfield site which has ample setbacks 
from any neighbouring structure so as not to 
have any impact on any existing rooftop 
solar energy systems. 

The pattern of subdivision and its effect on 
the spacing of buildings. 

The layout of lots is consistent with Council 
requirements and allow building envelopes 
to the satisfaction of Council’s Planning 
Scheme. 

For subdivision of land for residential 
development, the objectives, and standards 
of Clause 56. 

Addressed under Clause 56 below. 

 
 

Clause 65.02 – Decision Guidelines Application to Subdivide Land  

The suitability of the land for subdivision. The land is suitable for subdivision, and is a 

located in a General Residential Zone, 

which is also highlighted in the Mansfield 

Planning Strategy. 

The existing use and possible future 

development of the land and nearby land. 
The land is currently a lifestyle based 

allotment. The surrounding land is of a 

residential and lifestyle based allotments. 

The availability of subdivided land in the 

locality, and the need for the creation of 

further lots. 

There is a need for further allotments as 

identified in the Mansfield Planning 

Strategy. 

The effect of development on the use or 

development of other land which has a 

common means of drainage 

The proposed development will not have an 

adverse effect on the common means of 

drainage. 
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The subdivision pattern having regard to 

the physical characteristics of the land 

including existing vegetation 

An NVIM assessment accompanies this 

proposal. 

The density of the proposed development. The allotments proposed are consistent 

with other allotments within the immediate 

vicinity of the proposed development. 

The area and dimensions of each lot in the 

subdivision. 
The lots range from 500 sq.m. to 1905m2. 

The layout of roads having regard to their 

function and relationship to existing roads 
The proposed road has been designed for 

residential purpose with access to Griffin 

Avenue.  

The movement of pedestrians and vehicles 

throughout the subdivision and the ease of 

access to all lots 

The proposed subdivision allows for both 

vehicular & pedestrian movement 

throughout the site, with ample access to 

each allotment. 

The provision and location of reserves for 

public open space and other community 

facilities. 

The allotments are located centrally to the 

Mansfield Recreation Reserve, the 

Mansfield Golf Course and a slight further 

distance to the Mansfield Racecourse. 

The staging of the subdivision. The subdivision is not staged. 

The design and siting of buildings having 

regard to safety and the risk of spread of 

fire. 

N/A 

The provision of off-street parking. The proposed allotment size is considered 

adequate for off street parking for each 

allotment 

The provision and location of common 

property. 
The proposed subdivision does not include 

common property 

The functions of any body corporate. The proposed subdivision does not include 

a Body Corporate 

The availability and provision of utility 

services, including water, sewerage, 

drainage, electricity, and gas. 

The proposed subdivision will include the 

provision of all available utilities 

If the land is not sewered and no provision 

has been made for the land to be sewered, 

the capacity of the land to treat and retain 

The land will be sewered 
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all sewage and sullage within the 

boundaries of each lot. 

Whether, in relation to subdivision plans, 

native vegetation can be protected through 

subdivision and siting of open space areas 

Due to the size of the proposed allotments, 

and location of the public open space in 

conjunction with the existing waterway, 

some native vegetation will be deemed lost.  

 

 
Figure 5 – Zoning map showing the subject land in the General Residential Zone  

 

 

PARTICULAR PROVISIONS 

Clause 56 Residential Subdivision 

Pursuant to Clause 32.08-3, an application to subdivide land must meet the requirements of 

Clause 56, including the objectives and standards included in the clauses specified in the 

table to Cluse 32.08-3. Accordingly, an application to subdivide land between 16-59 lots 

must be assessed against all except Clauses 56.03-1, 56.03-2, 56.03-3, 56.03-5.56.06-1 

and 56.06-3. 

The following table provides an assessment against the applicable clauses 
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56.01-1 Subdivision site and 

context description 

The site The site and context description may use a site plan, photographs 

or other techniques and must accurately describe: 

 In relation to the site: 

o Site shape, size, dimensions, and orientation. 

o Levels and contours of the site.  

o Natural features including trees and other significant 

vegetation, drainage lines, water courses, wetlands, 

ridgelines, and hill tops.  

o  The siting and use of existing buildings and 

structures.  

o Street frontage features such as poles, street trees 

and kerb crossovers.  

o Access points.  

o Location of drainage and other utilities.  

o Easements.  

o Any identified natural or cultural features of the site.  

o Significant views to and from the site.  

o Noise and odour sources or other external influences.  

o Soil conditions, including any land affected by 

contamination, erosion, salinity, acid sulphate soils or 

fill.  

o Any other notable features or characteristics of the 

site. 

o  Adjacent uses.  

o Any other factor affecting the capacity to develop the 

site including whether the site is affected by 

inundation.  

 

 

- The site shape and dimension are 

shown on the title which 

accompanies the application. 

- The site has good plantings of non-

native exotic trees, and Native 

Vegetation 

- The site has an existing dwelling 

that will be removed. 

- All street frontages will be internal 

on a proposed street network. 

-  
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 An application for subdivision of 3 or more lots must also 

describe in relation to the surrounding area:  

o The pattern of subdivision.  

o Existing land uses.  

o The location and use of existing buildings on adjacent 

land.  

o Abutting street and path widths, materials, and 

detailing.  

o The location and type of significant vegetation.  

 An application for subdivision of 60 or more lots must also 

describe in relation to the surrounding area:  

o Location, distance and type of any nearby public 

open space and recreational facilities.  

o Direction and distances to local shops and 

community facilities.  

o Directions and walking distances to public transport 

routes and stops.  

o Direction and walking distances to existing 

neighbourhood, major and principal activity centres, 

and major employment areas. 

o Existing transport routes, including freeways, arterial 

roads and streets connecting neighbourhoods.  

o Local street network including potential connections 

to adjacent subdivisions.  

o Traffic volumes and movements on adjacent roads 

and streets.  
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o Pedestrian, bicycle, and shared paths identifying 

whether their primary role is neighbourhood or 

regional access.  

o Any places of cultural significance.  

o Natural features including trees and other significant 

vegetation, drainage lines, water courses, wetlands, 

ridgelines, and hill tops.  

o Proximity of any fire threats.  

o Pattern of ownership of adjoining lots.  

If in the opinion of the responsible authority a requirement of the 

site and context description is not relevant to the assessment of 

an application, the responsible authority may waive or reduce the 

requirement.  

 

Satisfactory subdivision site and context description  

If the responsible authority decides that the site and context 

description is not satisfactory, it may require more information 

from the applicant under Section 54 of the Act. 

The responsible authority must not require notice of an 

application to be given or decide an application until it is satisfied 

that the site and context description meets the requirements of 

Clause 56.01-1 and is satisfactory.  

This does not apply if the responsible authority refuses an 

application under Section 52(1A) of the Act. 
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56.01-2 Subdivision Design 

Response 

The design response must explain how the proposed design:  

 Derives from and responds to the site and context 

description.  

 Responds to any site and context features for the area 

identified in a local planning policy or a Neighbourhood 

Character Overlay.  

 Responds to any relevant objective, policy, strategy, or 

plan set out for the area in this scheme.  

 Meets the relevant objectives of Clause 56.  

The design response must include a dimensioned plan to scale 

showing the layout of the subdivision in context with the 

surrounding area. If in the opinion of the responsible authority this 

requirement is not relevant to the assessment of an application, it 

may waive or reduce the requirement.  

An application for subdivision of 60 or more lots must also include 

a plan that meets the requirements of Standard C2. The plan must 

also show the:  

 Proposed uses of each part of the site.  

 Natural features of the site and identify any features 

proposed to be altered.  

 Proposed integrated water management system.  

 Proposed staging of the subdivision. 
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56.02-1 Strategic 

Implementation Objective 

To ensure that the layout and 

design of a subdivision is 

consistent with and implements 

any objective, policy, strategy, 

or plan for the area set out in 

this scheme 

Standard C1  

An application must be accompanied by a written statement that 

describes how the subdivision is consistent with and implements 

any relevant growth area, activity centre, housing, access and 

mobility, community facilities, open space and recreation, 

landscape (including any native vegetation precinct plan) and 

urban design objective, policy, strategy, or plan for the area set 

out in this scheme 

 

The application is consistent with the 

Councils Growth Strategy in that the area 

concerned is zoned General Residential 

Zone 1 

56.03-4 Built Environment 

Objective 

To create urban places with 

identity and character 

Standard C5  

The built environment should:  

 Implement any relevant urban design strategy, plan or 

policy for the area set out in this scheme. 

 Provide living and working environments that are 

functional, safe, and attractive.  

 Provide an integrated layout, built form and urban 

landscape. 

  Contribute to a sense of place and cultural identity. 

Complies. 

The proposed subdivision will provide for 

a variety of lots between 500 sq. m – 

1905m2. These lots will be of size to allow 

for the provision of setbacks and 

landscaping. 

The proposed dwellings will also be 

serviced by an internal road network with 

a public open space that is central to the 

development. 

 

56.04-1 Lot diversity and 

distribution objectives 

To achieve housing densities 

that support compact and 

walkable neighbourhoods and 

Standard C7  

A subdivision should implement any relevant housing strategy, 

plan or policy for the area set out in this scheme. 

Complies. 

The proposed subdivision is consistent 

with the objectives of the zone, and the 

Development Plan for the site. The lot 

sizes allow for varying residential 
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the efficient provision of public 

transport services. 

 To provide higher housing 

densities within walking 

distance of activity centres. 

 To achieve increased housing 

densities in designated growth 

areas.  

To provide a range of lot sizes 

to suit a variety of dwelling and 

household types. 

 Lot sizes and mix should achieve the average net residential 

density specified in any zone or overlay that applies to the land or 

in any relevant policy for the area set out in this scheme.  

A range and mix of lot sizes should be provided including lots 

suitable for the development of:  

 Single dwellings.  

 Two dwellings or more.  

 Higher density housing.  

 Residential buildings and Retirement villages. 

 Unless the site is constrained by topography or other site 

conditions, lot distribution should provide for 95 per cent of 

dwellings to be located no more than 400 metre street walking 

distance from the nearest existing or proposed bus stop, 600 

metres street walking distance from the nearest existing or 

proposed tram stop and 800 metres street walking distance from 

the nearest existing or proposed railway station. 

Lots of 300 square metres or less in area, lots suitable for the 

development of two dwellings or more, lots suitable for higher 

density housing and lots suitable for Residential buildings and 

Retirement villages should be in and within 400 metres street 

walking distance of an activity centre. 

development and are similar to existing 

and proposed surrounding settlements. 

 

 

 

 

 

56.04-2 Lot area and building 

envelopes objective 

Standard C8  

An application to subdivide land that creates lots of less than 300 

square metres should be accompanied by information that shows:  

Complies. 

All lots are greater than 500 sq.m. and 

have been configured appropriately to 
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To provide lots with areas and 

dimensions that enable the 

appropriate siting and 

construction of a dwelling, solar 

access, private open space, 

vehicle access and parking, 

water management, 

easements and the retention of 

significant vegetation and site 

features. 

 That the lots are consistent or contain building envelope 

that is consistent with a development approved under this 

scheme, or 

  That a dwelling may be constructed on each lot in 

accordance with the requirements of this scheme. 

 Lots of between 300 square metres and 500 square 

metres should:  

 Contain a building envelope that is consistent with a 

development of the lot approved under this scheme, or 

Page 1 of 3 

 If no development of the lot has been approved under this 

scheme, contain a building envelope and be able to 

contain a rectangle measuring 10 metres by 15 metres, or 

9 metres by 15 metres if a boundary wall is nominated as 

part of the building envelope.  

If lots of between 300 square metres and 500 square metres are 

proposed to contain dwellings that are built to the boundary, the 

long axis of the lots should be within 30 degrees east and 20 

degrees west of north unless there are significant physical 

constraints that make this difficult to achieve. 

 Lots greater than 500 square metres should be able to contain a 

rectangle measuring 10 metres by 15 metres and may contain a 

building envelope. 

 A building envelope may specify or incorporate any relevant 

siting and design requirement. 

accommodate a building envelope of 

greater than 10 X 15 metres 
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 Any requirement should meet the relevant standards of Clause 

54, unless:  

 The objectives of the relevant standards are met, and 

  The building envelope is shown as a restriction on a plan 

of subdivision registered under the Subdivision Act 1988 

or is specified as a covenant in an agreement under 

Section 173 of the Act.  

Where a lot with a building envelope adjoins a lot that is not on 

the same plan of subdivision or is not subject to the same 

agreement relating to the relevant building envelope:  

 The building envelope must meet Standards A10 and A11 

of Clause 54 in relation to the adjoining lot, and 

  The building envelope must not regulate siting matters 

covered by Standards A12 to A15 (inclusive) of Clause 54 

in relation to the adjoining lot. This should be specified in 

the relevant plan of subdivision or agreement.  

 Lot dimensions and building envelopes should protect:  

 Solar access for future dwellings and support the siting 

and design of dwellings that achieve the energy rating 

requirements of the Building Regulations.  

 Existing or proposed easements on lots.  

 Significant vegetation and site features. 
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Clause 56.04-3 

Solar orientation of lots 

objective 

To provide good solar 

orientation of lots and solar 

access for future dwellings 

Standard C9  

Unless the site is constrained by topography or other site 

conditions, at least 70 percent of lots should have appropriate 

solar orientation.  

Lots have appropriate solar orientation when:  

 The long axis of lots are within the range north 20 degrees 

west to north 30 degrees east, or east 20 degrees north to 

east 30 degrees south.  

 Lots between 300 square metres and 500 square metres 

are proposed to contain dwellings that are built to the 

boundary, the long axis of the lots should be within 30 

degrees east and 20 degrees west of north.  

 Dimensions of lots are adequate to protect solar access to 

the lot, taking into account likely dwelling size and the 

relationship of each lot to the street. 
 

Complies. 

Lots are considered large enough to 

accommodate a building envelope with 

an appropriate solar orientation having 

regard to the likely dwelling size and the 

relationship of each lot to the street. 

Clause 56.04-4 

Street Orientation Objective 

To provide a lot layout that 

contributes to community social 

interaction, personal safety, 

and property security. 

Standard C10  

Subdivision should increase visibility and surveillance by: 

 Ensuring lots front all roads and streets and avoid the 

side or rear of lots being oriented to connector streets and 

arterial roads.  

 Providing lots of 300 square metres or less in area and 

lots for 2 or more dwellings around activity centres and 

public open space.  

Complies. 

The majority of the lots in the subdivision 

will have full lot width frontages to the 

proposed road development, except for 

lot 6 which has a diminished road 

frontage. 
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 Ensuring streets and houses look onto public open space 

and avoiding sides and rears of lots along public open 

space boundaries.  

 Providing roads and streets along public open space 

boundaries. 

  

Clause 56.04-5 

Common area objectives 

To identify common areas and 

the purpose for which the area 

is commonly held. To ensure 

the provision of common area 

is appropriate and that 

necessary management 

arrangements are in place. To 

maintain direct public access 

throughout the neighbourhood 

street network.  

Standard C11  

An application to subdivide land that creates common land must 

be accompanied by a plan and a report identifying: 

 The common area to be owned by the body corporate, 

including any streets and open space.  

 The reasons why the area should be commonly held. 

  Lots participating in the body corporate.  

 The proposed management arrangements including 

maintenance standards for streets and open spaces to be 

commonly held. 

Not Applicable. 

The proposed subdivision does not 

include common property. 

Clause 56.05-1 

Integrated urban landscape 

strategies 

To provide attractive and 

continuous landscaping in 

streets and public open spaces 

Standard C12  

An application for subdivision that creates streets or public open 

space should be accompanied by a landscape design.  

The landscape design should:  

Complies Subject to Permit 

Conditions. 

The proposed subdivision will require the 

preparation of a landscape plan to be 

prepared and submitted to the 

satisfaction of the responsible authority. 
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that contribute to the character 

and identity of new 

neighbourhoods and urban 

places or to existing or 

preferred neighbourhood 

character in existing urban 

areas. 

 To incorporate natural and 

cultural features in the design 

of streets and public open 

space where appropriate.  

To protect and enhance native 

habitat and discourage the 

planting and spread of noxious 

weeds.  

To provide for integrated water 

management systems and 

contribute to drinking water 

conservation. 

 Implement any relevant streetscape, landscape, urban 

design or native vegetation precinct plan, strategy or 

policy for the area set out in this scheme.  

 Create attractive landscapes that visually emphasise 

streets and public open spaces.  

 Respond to the site and context description for the site and 

surrounding area.  

 Maintain significant vegetation where possible within an 

urban context.  

 Take account of the physical features of the land including 

landform, soil, and climate.  

 Protect and enhance any significant natural and cultural 

features.  

 Protect and link areas of significant local habitat where 

appropriate.  

 Support integrated water management systems with 

appropriate landscape design techniques for managing 

urban run-off including wetlands and other water sensitive 

urban design features in streets and public open space.  

 Promote the use of drought tolerant and low maintenance 

plants and avoid species that are likely to spread into the 

surrounding environment.  

 Ensure landscaping supports surveillance and provides 

shade in streets, parks, and public open space.  

 Develop appropriate landscapes for the intended use of 

public open space including areas for passive and active 
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recreation, the exercising of pets, playgrounds, and 

shaded areas.  

 Provide for walking and cycling networks that link with 

community facilities.  

 Provide appropriate pathways, signage, fencing, public 

lighting, and street furniture.  

 Create low maintenance, durable landscapes that are 

capable of a long life.  

 The landscape design must include a maintenance plan 

that sets out maintenance responsibilities, requirements, 

and costs. 

Clause 56.05-2 

Public open space provision 

objectives 

To provide a network of quality, 

well-distributed, multi-

functional and cost-effective 

public open space that includes 

local parks, active open space, 

linear parks and trails, and links 

to regional open space.  

To provide a network of public 

open space that caters for a 

broad range of users.  

Standard C13  

The provision of public open space should:  

 Implement any relevant objective, policy, strategy, or plan 

(including any growth area precinct structure plan) for 

open space set out in this scheme.  

 Provide a network of well-distributed neighbourhood 

public open space that includes:  

 Local parks within 400 metres safe walking distance of at 

least 95 percent of all dwellings.  

 Where not designed to include active open space, local 

parks should be generally 1 hectare in area and suitably 

dimensioned and designed to provide for their intended 

use and to allow easy adaptation in response to changing 

community preferences.  

Complies. 

A Public Open Space area has been 

catered for as part of this development, 

which also incorporates the designated 

waterway at the rear of the property. 
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To encourage healthy and 

active communities.  

To provide adequate 

unencumbered land for public 

open space and integrate any 

encumbered land with the open 

space network.  

To ensure land provided for 

public open space can be 

managed in an environmentally 

sustainable way and 

contributes to the development 

of sustainable neighbourhoods. 

 Additional small local parks or public squares in activity 

centres and higher density residential areas.  

 Active open space of a least 8 hectares in area within 1 

kilometre of 95 percent of all dwellings that is:  

 Suitably dimensioned and designed to provide for the 

intended use, buffer areas around sporting fields and 

passive open space  

 Sufficient to incorporate two football/cricket ovals  

 Appropriate for the intended use in terms of quality and 

orientation  

 Located on flat land (which can be cost effectively graded)  

 Located with access to, or making provision for, a recycled 

or sustainable water supply  

 Adjoin schools and other community facilities where 

practical  

 Designed to achieve sharing of space between sports.  

 Linear parks and trails along waterways, vegetation 

corridors and road reserves within 1 kilometre of 95 

percent of all dwellings.  

Public open space should:  

 Be provided along foreshores, streams, and permanent 

water bodies.  

 Be linked to existing or proposed future public open 

spaces where appropriate.  
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 Be integrated with flood ways and encumbered land that 

is accessible for public recreation.  

 Be suitable for the intended use.  

 Be of an area and dimensions to allow easy adaptation to 

different uses in response to changing community active 

and passive recreational preferences.  

 Maximise passive surveillance.  

 Be integrated with urban water management systems, 

waterways, and other water bodies.  

 Incorporate natural and cultural features where 

appropriate, 

Clause 56.06-2 

Walking and Cycling Network 

Objectives 

To contribute to community 

health and wellbeing by 

encouraging walking and 

cycling as part of the daily lives 

of residents, employees, and 

visitors.  

To provide safe and direct 

movement through and 

between neighbourhoods by 

pedestrians and cyclists.  

Standard C15  

The walking and cycling network should be designed to: 

Implement any relevant regional and local walking and cycling 

strategy, plan or policy for the area set out in this scheme.  

 Link to any existing pedestrian and cycling networks.  

 Provide safe walkable distances to activity centres, 

community facilities, public transport stops and public 

open spaces.  

 Provide an interconnected and continuous network of 

safe, efficient, and convenient footpaths, shared paths, 

cycle paths and cycle lanes based primarily on the 

network of arterial roads, neighbourhood streets and 

regional public open spaces.  

Complies. 

The proposal has made allowance for the 

integration of existing and proposed 

future road infrastructure. Council 

requirements for pathways will be 

addressed as per their specifications.  
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To reduce car use, greenhouse 

gas emissions and air pollution. 
 Provide direct cycling routes for regional journeys to major 

activity centres, community facilities, public transport, and 

other regional activities and for regional recreational 

cycling.  

 Ensure safe street and road crossings including the 

provision of traffic controls where required.  

 Provide an appropriate level of priority for pedestrians and 

cyclists.  

 Have natural surveillance along streets and from abutting 

dwellings and be designed for personal safety and 

security particularly at night.  

 Be accessible to people with disabilities. 

 

Clause 56.06-4 

Neighbourhood street 

network objective 

To provide for direct, safe, and 

easy movement through and 

between neighbourhoods for 

pedestrians, cyclists, public 

transport, and other motor 

vehicles using the 

neighbourhood street network. 

Standard C17  

The neighbourhood street network must:  

 Take account of the existing mobility network of arterial 

roads, neighbourhood streets, cycle paths, shared paths, 

footpaths, and public transport routes.  

 Provide clear physical distinctions between arterial roads 

and neighbourhood street types.  

 Comply with the Roads Corporation’s arterial road access 

management policies.  

 Provide an appropriate speed environment and movement 

priority for the safe and easy movement of pedestrians 

and cyclists and for accessing public transport.  

Complies: 

The proposed development utilises 

existing road infrastructure and proposes 

a new internal roadway. The design of 

the new roadway integrates with the 

existing road (Griffin Avenue) that will 

allow clear and safe access to new lots. 
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 Provide safe and efficient access to activity centres for 

commercial and freight vehicles.  

 Provide safe and efficient access to all lots for service and 

emergency vehicles.  

 Provide safe movement for all vehicles.  

 Incorporate any necessary traffic control measures and 

traffic management infrastructure.  

The neighbourhood street network should be designed to: 

 Implement any relevant transport strategy, plan or policy 

for the area set out in this scheme.  

 Include arterial roads at intervals of approximately 1.6 

kilometres that have adequate reservation widths to 

accommodate long term movement demand.  

 Include connector streets approximately halfway between 

arterial roads and provide adequate reservation widths to 

accommodate long term movement demand.  

 Ensure connector streets align between neighbourhoods 

for direct and efficient movement of pedestrians, cyclists, 

public transport, and other motor vehicles.  

 Provide an interconnected and continuous network of 

streets within and between neighbourhoods for use by 

pedestrians, cyclists, public transport, and other vehicles.  

 Provide an appropriate level of local traffic dispersal.  

 Indicate the appropriate street type.  

 Provide a speed environment that is appropriate to the 

street type. 
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 Provide a street environment that appropriately manages 

movement demand (volume, type and mix of pedestrians, 

cyclists, public transport, and other motor vehicles).  

 Encourage appropriate and safe pedestrian, cyclist, and 

driver behaviour.  

 Provide safe sharing of access lanes and access places 

by pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles.  

 Minimise the provision of culs-de-sac.  

 Provide for service and emergency vehicles to safely turn 

at the end of a dead-end street.  

 Facilitate solar orientation of lots.  

 Facilitate the provision of the walking and cycling 

network, integrated water management systems, utilities, 

and planting of trees.  

 Contribute to the area’s character and identity.  

 Take account of any identified significant features 

Clause 56.06-5 

Walking and cycling network 

detail objectives 

To design and construct 

footpaths, shared path and 

cycle path networks that are 

safe, comfortable, well 

constructed, and accessible for 

people with disabilities. To 

design footpaths to 

Standard C18  

Footpaths, shared paths, cycle paths and cycle lanes should be 

designed to:  

 Be part of a comprehensive design of the road or street 

reservation.  

 Be continuous and connect.  

 Provide for public transport stops, street crossings for 

pedestrians and cyclists and kerb crossovers for access 

to lots.  

Complies. 

The development will adhere to all 

Council standards in relation to the 

design and construction of roads and 

pathways. 
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accommodate wheelchairs, 

prams, scooters, and other 

footpath bound vehicles. 

 

 Accommodate projected user volumes and mix.  

 Meet the requirements of Table C1.  

 Provide pavement edge, kerb, channel, and crossover 

details that support safe travel for pedestrians, footpath 

bound vehicles and cyclists, perform required drainage 

functions and are structurally sound.  

 Provide appropriate signage.  

 Be constructed to allow access to lots without damage to 

the footpath or shared path surfaces.  

 Be constructed with a durable, non-skid surface.  

 Be of a quality and durability to ensure: 
o Safe passage for pedestrians, cyclists, footpath 

bound vehicles and vehicles. 
o  Discharge of urban run-off 
o  Preservation of all-weather access. 
o  Maintenance of a reasonable, comfortable riding 

quality.  
o A minimum 20 year life span.  

 

 Be accessible to people with disabilities and include tactile 

ground surface indicators, audible signals and kerb ramps 

required for the movement of people with disabilities. 

Clause 56.06-6 Standard C19  

Bus priority measures must be provided along arterial roads 

forming part of the existing or proposed Principal Public Transport 

Not applicable: 
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Public Transport network 

detail objective 

To provide for the safe, efficient 

operation of public transport 

and the comfort and 

convenience of public transport 

users. To provide public 

transport stops that are 

accessible to people with 

disabilities. 

Network in Metropolitan Melbourne and the regional public 

transport network outside Metropolitan Melbourne to the 

requirements of the relevant roads authority.  

Road alignment and geometry along bus routes should provide 

for the efficient, unimpeded movement of buses and the safety 

and comfort of passengers.  

The design of public transport stops should not impede the 

movement of pedestrians.  

Bus and tram stops should have:  

 Surveillance from streets and adjacent lots.  

 Safe street crossing conditions for pedestrians and 

cyclists.  

Safe pedestrian crossings on arterial roads and at schools 

including the provision of traffic controls as required by the roads 

authority.  

 Continuous hard pavement from the footpath to the kerb.  

 Sufficient lighting and paved, sheltered waiting areas for 

forecast user volume at neighbourhood centres, schools, 

and other locations with expected high patronage.  

 Appropriate signage.  

Public transport stops and associated waiting areas should be 

accessible to people with disabilities and include tactile ground 
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surface indicators, audible signals and kerb ramps required for 

the movement of people with physical disabilities. 

Clause 56.06-7 

Neighbourhood street 

network detail objective 

To design and construct street 

carriageways and verges so 

that the street geometry and 

traffic speeds provide an 

accessible and safe 

neighbourhood street system 

for all users. 

Standard C20  

The design of streets and roads should:  

 Meet the requirements of Table C1. Where the widths of 

access lanes, access places, and access streets do not 

comply with the requirements of Table C1, the 

requirements of the relevant fire authority and roads 

authority must be met.  

 Provide street blocks that are generally between 120 

metres and 240 metres in length and generally between 

60 metres to 120 metres in width to facilitate pedestrian 

movement and control traffic speed.  

 Have verges of sufficient width to accommodate 

footpaths, shared paths, cycle paths, integrated water 

management, street tree planting, lighting, and utility 

needs.  

 Have street geometry appropriate to the street type and 

function, the physical land characteristics and achieve a 

safe environment for all users.  

 Provide a low-speed environment while allowing all road 

users to proceed without unreasonable inconvenience or 

delay.  

 Provide a safe environment for all street users applying 

speed control measures where appropriate.  

Complies. 

The proposed road will be designed to 

Access Place requirements, and meets 

the provisions in table C1 
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 Ensure intersection layouts clearly indicate the travel path 

and priority of movement for pedestrians, cyclists, and 

vehicles.  

 Provide a minimum 5 metre by 5 metre corner splays at 

junctions with arterial roads and a minimum 3 metre by 3 

metre corner splays at other junctions unless site 

conditions justify a variation to achieve safe sight lines 

across corners.  

 Ensure streets are of sufficient strength to:  
o Enable the carriage of vehicles.  
o Avoid damage by construction vehicles and 

equipment.  

 Ensure street pavements are of sufficient quality and 

durability for the:  
o Safe passage of pedestrians, cyclists, and 

vehicles.  
o Discharge of urban run-off.  
o Preservation of all-weather access and 

maintenance of a reasonable, comfortable riding 

quality.  

 Ensure carriageways of planned arterial roads are 

designed to the requirements of the relevant road 

authority.  

 Ensure carriageways of neighbourhood streets are 

designed for a minimum 20 year life span.  

 Provide pavement edges, kerbs, channel, and crossover 

details designed to:  
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o Perform the required integrated water 

management functions.  
o Delineate the edge of the carriageway for all street 

users.  
o Provide efficient and comfortable access to 

abutting lots at appropriate locations.  
o Contribute to streetscape design.  

 Provide for the safe and efficient collection of waste and 

recycling materials from lots.  

 Be accessible to people with disabilities.  

 Meet the requirements of Table C1. Where the widths of 

access lanes, access places, and access streets do not 

comply with the requirements of Table C1, the 

requirements of the relevant fire authority and roads 

authority must be met. Where the widths of connector 

streets do not comply with the requirements of Table C1, 

the requirements of the relevant public transport authority 

must be met.  

A street detail plan should be prepared that shows, as 

appropriate:  

 The street hierarchy and typical cross-sections for all 

street types.  

 Location of carriageway pavement, parking, bus stops, 

kerbs, crossovers, footpaths, tactile surface indicators, 

cycle paths and speed control and traffic management 

devices.  
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 Water sensitive urban design features.  

 Location and species of proposed street trees and other 

vegetation. Location of existing vegetation to be retained 

and proposed treatment to ensure its health. 

  Any relevant details for the design and location of street 

furniture, lighting, seats, bus stops, telephone boxes and 

mailboxes. 

Clause 56.06-8 

Lot access objective 

To provide for safe vehicle 

access between roads and lots 

Standard C21  

Vehicle access to lots abutting arterial roads should be provided 

from service roads, side or rear access lanes, access places or 

access streets where appropriate and in accordance with the 

access management requirements of the relevant roads authority.  

Vehicle access to lots of 300 square metres or less in area and 

lots with a frontage of 7.5 metres or less should be provided via 

rear or side access lanes, places, or streets.  

The design and construction of a crossover should meet the 

requirements of the relevant road authority. 

(See design table in the Planning Scheme) 

Complies. 

All lots will have direct access to the 

proposed internal road which will be 

constructed as part of the subdivision 

proposal. 

Clause 56.07-1 

Drinking water Supply 

Objectives 

Standard C22  

The supply of drinking water must be: 

 Designed and constructed in accordance with the 

requirements and to the satisfaction of the relevant water 

authority.  

Complies 
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To reduce the use of drinking 

water.  

To provide an adequate, cost-

effective supply of drinking 

water. 

 Provided to the boundary of all lots in the subdivision to 

the satisfaction of the relevant water authority 

Clause 56.07-2 

Reused and recycled water 

objective 

To provide for the substitution 

of drinking water for non-

drinking purposes with reused 

and recycled water. 

Standard C23  

Reused and recycled water supply systems must be:  

 Designed, constructed, and managed in accordance with 

the requirements and to the satisfaction of the relevant 

water authority, Environment Protection Authority and 

Department of Health and Human Services.  

 Provided to the boundary of all lots in the subdivision 

where required by the relevant water authority. 

Not Applicable: 

The use of reused or recycled water is 

not part of the development plan. 

Clause 56.07-3 

Wastewater management 

objective 

To provide a wastewater 

system that is adequate for the 

maintenance of public health 

and the management of 

effluent in an environmentally 

friendly manner. 

Standard C24  

Wastewater systems must be:  

 Designed, constructed, and managed in accordance with 

the requirements and to the satisfaction of the relevant 

water authority and the Environment Protection Authority.  

 Consistent with any relevant approved domestic 

wastewater management plan.  

Complies. 

The wastewater infrastructure will be 

designed and connected to the 

standards of the relevant water authority. 
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Reticulated wastewater systems must be provided to the 

boundary of all lots in the subdivision where required by the 

relevant water authority. 

Clause 56.07-4 

Stormwater management 

objectives 

To minimise damage to 

properties and inconvenience 

to residents from stormwater. 

 To ensure that the street 

operates adequately during 

major storm events and 

provides for public safety. 

 To minimise increases in 

stormwater and protect the 

environmental values and 

physical characteristics of 

receiving waters from 

degradation by stormwater.  

To encourage stormwater 

management that maximises 

the retention and reuse of 

stormwater. To encourage 

stormwater management that 

contributes to cooling, local 

Standard C25  

The stormwater management system must be:  

 Designed and managed in accordance with the 

requirements and to the satisfaction of the relevant 

drainage authority. 

  Designed and managed in accordance with the 

requirements and to the satisfaction of the water authority 

where reuse of stormwater is proposed.  

 Designed to meet the current best practice performance 

objectives for stormwater quality as contained in the 

Urban Stormwater - Best Practice Environmental 

Management Guidelines (Victorian Stormwater 

Committee, 1999).  

 Designed to ensure that flows downstream of the 

subdivision site are restricted to pre-development levels 

unless increased flows are approved by the relevant 

drainage authority and there are no detrimental 

downstream impacts.  

 Designed to contribute to cooling, improving local habitat 

and providing attractive and enjoyable spaces.  

Complies. 

The stormwater infrastructure will be 

designed and connected to the 

standards of the relevant water authority. 
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habitat improvements and 

provision of attractive and 

enjoyable spaces. 

The stormwater management system should be integrated with 

the overall development plan including the street and public open 

space networks and landscape design.  

For all storm events up to and including the 20% Average 

Exceedance Probability (AEP) standard:  

 Stormwater flows should be contained within the drainage 

system to the requirements of the relevant authority.  

 Ponding on roads should not occur for longer than 1 hour 

after the cessation of rainfall.  

For storm events greater than 20% AEP and up to and including 

1% AEP standard:  

 Provision must be made for the safe and effective 

passage of stormwater flows.  

 All new lots should be free from inundation or to a lesser 

standard of flood protection, where agreed by the relevant 

floodplain management authority.  

 Ensure that streets, footpaths, and cycle paths that are 

subject to flooding meet the safety criteria daVave< 0.35 

m2 /s (where, da= average depth in metres and Vave= 

average velocity in metres per second).  

The design of the local drainage network should:  

 Ensure stormwater is retarded to a standard required by 

the responsible drainage authority.  
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 Ensure every lot is provided with drainage to a standard 

acceptable to the relevant drainage authority. Wherever 

possible, stormwater should be directed to the front of the 

lot and discharged into the street drainage system or legal 

point of discharge.  

 Ensure that inlet and outlet structures take into account 

the effects of obstructions and debris build up. Any 

surcharge drainage pit should discharge into an overland 

flow in a safe and predetermined manner.  

 Include water sensitive urban design features to manage 

stormwater in streets and public open space. Where such 

features are provided, an application must describe 

maintenance responsibilities, requirements, and costs.  

Any flood mitigation works must be designed and constructed in 

accordance with the requirements of the relevant floodplain 

management authority. 

 

Clause 56.08-1 

Site management objectives 

To protect drainage 

infrastructure and receiving 

waters from sedimentation and 

contamination. To protect the 

site and surrounding area from 

environmental degradation or 

Standard C26  

A subdivision application must describe how the site will be 

managed prior to and during the construction period and may set 

out requirements for managing:  

 Erosion and sediment.  

 Dust.  

 Run-off.  

Complies subject to permit condition 

Subject to the requirements of a future 

planning permit condition. The proposed 

subdivision will require the preparation of 

a Construction Management Plan (CMP) 

in conjunction with the awarded 

contractor and submitted to the 

satisfaction of the responsible authority. 
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nuisance prior to and during 

construction of subdivision 

works. To encourage the re-

use of materials from the site 

and recycled materials in the 

construction of subdivisions 

where practicable. 

 Litter, concrete, and other construction wastes.  

 Chemical contamination.  

 Vegetation and natural features planned for retention.  

Recycled material should be used for the construction of streets, 

shared paths, and other infrastructure where practicable. 

The CMP will  detail how the site will be 

managed prior to and during the 

construction periods and may set out 

requirements for managing 

 Erosion and Sediment 

 Dust 

 Run-off 

 Litter, concrete, and other 

construction wastes 

 Chemical contamination; and 

 Vegetation and natural features 

planned for retention. 

Clause 56.09-1 

Shared Trenching Objectives 

To maximise the opportunities 

for shared trenching. 

 To minimise constraints on 

landscaping within street 

reserves 

Standard C27  

Reticulated services for water, gas, electricity, and 

telecommunications should be provided in shared trenching to 

minimise construction costs and land allocation for underground 

services. 

Complies 

Shared trenching of services will be 

undertaken where feasible. 

Clause 56.09-2 

Electricity, 

Telecommunications, and 

gas objectives 

Standard C28  

The electricity supply system must be designed in accordance 

with the requirements of the relevant electricity supply agency and 

Complies. 

All proposed allotments will be 

connected to available utilities in 
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To provide public utilities to 

each lot in a timely, efficient, 

and cost effective manner.  

To reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions by supporting 

generation and use of 

electricity from renewable 

sources 

be provided to the boundary of all lots in the subdivision to the 

satisfaction of the relevant electricity authority.  

Arrangements that support the generation or use of renewable 

energy at a lot or neighbourhood level are encouraged.  

The telecommunication system must be designed in accordance 

with the requirements of the relevant telecommunications 

servicing agency and should be consistent with any approved 

strategy, policy, or plan for the provision of advanced 

telecommunications infrastructure, including fibre optic 

technology. The telecommunications system must be provided to 

the boundary of all lots in the subdivision to the satisfaction of the 

relevant telecommunications servicing authority.  

Where available, the reticulated gas supply system must be 

designed in accordance with the requirements of the relevant gas 

supply agency and be provided to the boundary of all lots in the 

subdivision to the satisfaction of the relevant gas supply agency. 

 

accordance with the requirements of the 

relevant service provider. 

Clause 56.09-3 

Fire hydrant objective 

To provide fire hydrants and fire 

plugs in positions that enable 

fire fighters to access water 

Standard C29  

Fire hydrants should be provided:  

 A maximum distance of 120 metres from the rear of each 

lot.  

 No more than 200 metres apart.  

Complies 

Fire hydrants will be installed as per the 

requirements of the responsible 

authority. 
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safely, effectively, and 

efficiently. 
Hydrants and fire plugs must be compatible with the relevant fire 

service equipment. Where the provision of fire hydrants and fire 

plugs does not comply with the requirements of standard C29, fire 

hydrants must be provided to the satisfaction of the relevant fire 

authority. 

Clause 56.09-4 

Public Lighting Objective 

To provide public lighting to 

ensure the safety of 

pedestrians, cyclists, and 

vehicles.  

To provide pedestrians with a 

sense of personal safety at 

night.  

To contribute to reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and 

to saving energy 

Standard C30  

Public lighting should be provided to streets, footpaths, public 

telephones, public transport stops and to major pedestrian and 

cycle paths including public open spaces that are likely to be well 

used at night to assist in providing safe passage for pedestrians, 

cyclists, and vehicles.  

Public lighting should be designed in accordance with the relevant 

Australian Standards.  

Public lighting should be consistent with any strategy, policy, or 

plan for the use of renewable energy and energy efficient fittings. 

Complies. 

Council specifications will be adhered to 

in relation to Street Lighting 

requirements. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

 
The proposal for the subdivision of land at 15 Griffin Avenue, Mansfield represents a 
thorough and contextual design response that provides a residential subdivision in a natural 
landscape character setting. 
  
In summary, it is submitted that the proposal is a positive response to the site context and is 
strongly supported by the Mansfield Planning Framework. In particular:  
 

 The proposed subdivision supports the key directions of the Planning Policy 
Framework promoting housing diversity and providing land suitable for the 
construction of residential dwellings.  
 

 The proposed subdivision is consistent with the Mansfield Settlement Strategy 
 

 The proposal complies with the objectives and standards of Clause 56.  
 

 The proposed subdivision provides an appropriate design response to the constraints 
of the land having regard to the environmental site conditions including slope and 
native vegetation. 
 

 The proposed subdivision will not impact on areas of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
Significance. 
 

 Given the above it is submitted that the proposal should be supported, subject to 
standard conditions. 
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LAND DESCRIPTION

Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 338543A.
PARENT TITLE Volume 09686 Folio 456
Created by instrument PS338543A 12/02/1999

REGISTERED PROPRIETOR

Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
    AGT DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD of UNIT 307 65 VICTOR CRESCENT NARRE WARREN VIC
    3805
    AU950594V 26/10/2021

ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES

MORTGAGE  AU950595T 26/10/2021
    NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LTD

    Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
    24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
    plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.

AGREEMENT Section 173 PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
    V781902A 04/12/1998

DIAGRAM LOCATION

SEE PS338543A FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES

ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS 

NIL

------------------------END OF REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT------------------------

Additional information: (not part of the Register Search Statement)

Street Address: 15 GRIFFIN AVENUE MANSFIELD VIC 3722

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTICES

NIL

eCT Control    16089P NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LTD
Effective from 26/10/2021

OWNERS CORPORATIONS

The land in this folio is affected by

Copyright State of Victoria. No part of this publication may be reproduced except as permitted by the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), to comply with a statutory requirement or pursuant to a written agreement. The information is only
valid at the time and in the form obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System. None of the State of Victoria, its agents or contractors, accepts responsibility for any subsequent publication or reproduction of the information.

The Victorian Government acknowledges the Traditional Owners of Victoria and pays respects to their ongoing connection to their Country, History and Culture. The Victorian Government extends this respect to their Elders,
past, present and emerging.

REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT (Title Search) Transfer of 
Land Act 1958
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Department of Environment, Land, Water & 
Planning

Owners Corporation Search Report 
Copyright State of Victoria. No part of this publication may be reproduced except as permitted by the 
Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), to comply with a statutory requirement or pursuant to a written agreement.  The 
information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System.  None of 
the State of Victoria, its agents or contractors, accepts responsibility for any subsequent publication or 
reproduction of the information. The Victorian Government acknowledges the Traditional Owners of Victoria 
and pays respects to their ongoing connection to their Country, History and Culture. The Victorian 
Government extends this respect to their Elders, past, present and emerging.

Produced: 30/03/2022 09:43:13 AM OWNERS CORPORATION

PLAN NO. PS338543A

The land in PS338543A is affected by 1 Owners Corporation(s)

Land Affected by Owners Corporation:
Common Property, Lots 1, 2.

Limitations on Owners Corporation:
Unlimited

Postal Address for Services of Notices:
15 GRIFFIN AVENUE MANSFIELD VIC 3722

PS338543A 12/02/1999

Owners Corporation Manager:
NIL

Rules:
Model Rules apply unless a matter is provided for in Owners Corporation Rules. See Section 139(3) Owners Corporation Act 2006 

Owners Corporation Rules:
NIL

Additional Owners Corporation Information:
NIL

Notations:
NIL

Entitlement and Liability:
NOTE – Folio References are only provided in a Premium Report.

Land Parcel Entitlement Liability

Common Property 0 0

Lot 1 50 50

Lot 2 50 50

Total 100.00 100.00

From 31 December 2007 every Body Corporate is deemed to be an Owners Corporation. Any reference to a Body Corporate in any Plan,
Instrument or Folio is to be read as a reference to an Owners Corporation. 

Secure Electronic Registries Victoria (SERV), Level 13, 697 Collins Street Docklands 3008
Locked bag 20005, Melbourne 3001, DX 210189
ABN 86 627 986 396
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13 October 2022 

Simon Kennedy 
Onleys 
simon@onleys.com.au 

Dear Simon 

RE: Quotation for the supply of native vegetation credits 

Vegetation Link is an accredited offset provider with the Department of Environment, Land, 
Water & Planning (DELWP). We offer a specialised brokerage service to enable permit 
holders and developers to identify suitable native vegetation credits to meet their planning 
permit offset requirements. 

Based on the information you have provided, I understand you require the following native 
vegetation offset: 

Offset type Vicinity 
General habitat 
units (GHU) 

Min. strategic 
biodiversity 
value (SBV) 

Large 
trees 

General Goulburn Broken CMA 0.101 0.296 - 

To meet your offset requirements, you can purchase native vegetation credits from a third 
party as per the option quoted below1. This quotation is valid for 14 days, subject to credit 
availability and landholder pricing. 

CTA pathway – offset site located in the Strathbogie Shire area  
(approx. 4-6 week turnaround from acceptance of quote)  

Cost of native vegetation credits – invoiced by DELWP $9,084.95 

Transaction fees – invoiced by Vegetation Link $1,120.00 

Total (ex. GST) $10,204.95 

Total (inc. GST) $11,225.45 

If you would like to purchase credits, let us know that you accept the quote and return the 
attached purchaser details form by email. Upon receipt of the form, we will begin the trade 
process. Further details of the process for credit allocation is in the FAQ below.  

Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us on 1300 VEG LINK (1300 
834 546) or email offsets@vegetationlink.com.au.   

Sincerely, 

 
Tesha Mahoney 
Biodiversity Offset Broker 

                                                           
1 Note that the transaction fee includes DELWP NVOR transfer and allocation fees and a Vegetation Link fee 

Our reference: VLQ-8597 

Your reference: 15 Griffin Ave 
Mansfield 
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FAQs 

What is a third party offset? 
A third party offset is an offset site owned by another landowner who manages and 
protects native vegetation on their land. Landowners who establish these offset sites are 
required to: 

• Enter into a Landowner Agreement for the specified offset site. A landowner 
agreement is in perpetuity and is binding upon the current and future landowners 
of the site. It permanently restricts use of the site for many purposes.  

• Implement a detailed 10-year Management Plan endorsed by the DELWP Native 
Vegetation Offset Register to manage and improve the biodiversity values of the 
site. 

How is the price of native vegetation offset credit (GHUs, GBEUs 
etc.) determined? 
Landowners who own offset sites set their own price for native vegetation credits. They 
determine the price based on numerous factors. This includes but not limited to site 
establishment, the cost to manage the site in perpetuity (e.g., maintain fencing, control pest 
species), foregone use cost, and administrative costs. Depending on how the site is 
registered, the credit fee may be paid to either DELWP or directly to the landowner. 

Further information about the work some of our landowners are doing can be found on the 
Vegetation Link website.  

What is the process after I accept the quote?  
 After you accept the quote and return the purchaser table, the following steps will be 
undertaken: 

1. We will set up a contract between the parties involved and send the contract out 
for signing by all parties. 

2. Once the contract is signed by all parties, invoices will be issued for the fees listed 
in the quotation. We will send you two invoices, one for our transaction fee invoiced 
by Vegetation Link and one for the credit fee, usually to be paid to DELWP or the 
landowner. We recommend providing remittances for your payments.  

3. Once payments are received, Vegetation Link will send you an allocated credit 
extract from the Native Vegetation Offset Register and your executed contract as 
evidence that you have purchased the offset. 

How long will the process take? When will I get my credits?  
Generally, the process from quote acceptance to having evidence of allocated credits takes 
between 2-6 weeks. This is dependent on a range of factors including the type of 
landholder agreement, contract types and organisational workflows. We work as quickly as 
possible to get your credits to you within this time period.  

We note that you cannot remove vegetation until you have been given permission by the 
Responsible Authority (usually the council that has issued your permit).  

https://www.vegetationlink.com.au/landowner-profiles
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What happens if I don’t have a permit yet?  
When people are buying credits before a permit is issued, the following three options are 
most common: 

• You can pay for the offsets before the planning permit is available, and then the 
offsets are allocated to the permit when it is available. This will incur an additional 
$50 fee from DELWP. When considering this option, it is important to realise that 
your estimated offset requirements may be different than the actual permit 
requirements.   

• You can wait for the planning permit to be approved first and then request a quote 
to meet the requirements in your permit. Should credits be available, you can then 
start the offset purchase process. We then use the planning permit number for 
allocating the credits. Allocating credits to the permit is evidence that you have 
purchased your offset.  

• You can request a quote to confirm availability and to get an idea of the cost of 
offsetting before you apply for a permit. Once you receive the planning permit you 
can request an updated quote. It is at this point that you can then go through the 
offset purchase process.  

We cannot guarantee credit availability until a) contracts are executed, or b) credits have 
been held via a pending trade lodged with DELWP Native Vegetation Offset Register.   

We cannot guarantee price until a) a quote has been accepted within 14 days, and b) a 
Credit Trading Agreement is signed within 21 days, and c) the invoice for the credits is paid 
within 28 days of the date the invoice is issued.   

If I sign the contract, does that mean I MUST pay for the credits?  
Yes, you have entered into a contract agreeing to pay for the offset credits therein and are 
required to pay for those credits. The credits must be paid for within 28 days of the date of 
the invoice. 

Can you hold the credits for me, as I want to pay later? 
We are unable to hold credits for later payment. Please also see ‘What happens if I don’t 
have a permit yet?’ above. 

For further information, see our website, the DELWP website or 
call us any time on 1300 834 546. 

https://www.vegetationlink.com.au/
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/native-vegetation/native-vegetation/offsets-for-the-removal-of-native-vegetation





















